DEAR FRIENDS,

With your help and contributions, 2015 was a great year for Woodland Park Zoo. We were fortunate to set yet another attendance record—1.3 million visitors. Exciting year-round programs and new partnerships with Seattle Public Library and wildlife conservation groups helped our visitors learn more, care more deeply and take appropriate action to save animals here and around the world.

We’re also especially grateful to the 1,250+ donors to the magnificent, new Banyan Wilds exhibit. Seattle’s critically endangered Malayan tigers debuted to great awe in May. We continue to encourage thousands of children and families to join us in the urgent effort to save tigers, along with our partner, Panthera, and our colleagues on the frontlines in Malaysia. Together we’re ensuring that imperiled species and habitats do not slip from the planet.

Rethinking humanity’s relationship with our planet is one of the most ambitious and complex ethical challenges of our time. Climate change, habitat loss and other environmental factors remain serious threats. Continued urbanization thwarts our connection to wild landscapes and animals, and today 7 billion people are putting unprecedented stress on Earth’s life-supporting ecosystems.

Zoos matter to this big picture. In fact, modern conservation zoos are at the forefront of a paradigm shift in how we care, how we learn and how we live. No other type of organization can engage such broad segments of society in creating a sustainable future as well as zoos can. That’s because only zoos can powerfully combine intimate animal experiences; expertise in animal welfare and conservation breeding; hands-on environmental learning; and action-centered programs that directly engage communities in protecting wildlife and living landscapes.

Our next President and CEO is himself a noted visionary in this arena. As this publication arrives to you, Alejandro Grajal, PHD, begins an exciting new chapter with us. Most recently a top executive at Brookfield Zoo in the Chicago area, he’s deep and global perspective in conservation science, environmental education, and animal welfare advocacy brings unparalleled skill and value to our mission. He’s a natural leader who will guide our evolution as a leading conservation organization and community anchor. Please join us in welcoming Alejandro.

On behalf of the staff, volunteers, and Board of Directors, thank you Woodland Park Zoo supporters. You are integral to our success story.

Bruce W. Bohmke
Acting President and CEO

Laurie Stewart
Chair, Board of Directors

Bruce W. Bohmke
Acting President and CEO

Laurie Stewart
Chair, Board of Directors
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MEDICAL PARTNERSHIP ADVANCES GREAT ANIMAL CARE

Our male gorilla, Vip (Very Important Primate), is breathing easier because of breakthroughs in animal care thanks to donations and in-kind services from members, donors and community partners, such as the Center for Diagnostic Imaging. Our zoo veterinary team partnered with sinus surgeon Greg Davis, assisted by several specialists in allergy and immunology, to diagnose and treat Vip’s recurring sinus polyps and infection. In 2015, Vip’s second surgery finally led to a full recovery – all the more evident when he fathered a new baby with 19-year-old Nadiri in November. Thanks to collaborative ingenuity, Vip will continue to lead his growing family and inspire thousands of zoo guests with his species’ story for many healthy years to come.

Photo courtesy of McKenna Princing, UW Medicine.

“It is gratifying to know the animals at Woodland Park Zoo have such caring and compassionate professional animal care staff. It was an honor to work with this magnificent patient.”

Greg Davis, MD, MPH, Associate Professor of Otolaryngology and Head and Neck Surgery and Director of Rhinology and Endoscopic Skull Base Surgery, University of Washington, who collaborated with our own Darin Collins, DVM, Director of Animal Health.

BABY GORILLA YOLA STEALS HEARTS

In November, a female western lowland gorilla was born to first-time mother, Nadiri, and father, Vip. When Nadiri did not initially show strong maternal behaviors, attentive zoo staff instituted 24/7 baby care behind the scenes in the sleeping dens of the gorilla exhibit. There, mother and daughter learned new things about each other day by day. The baby smelled and saw her mother and other gorillas; developed motor skills; explored surroundings while getting stronger; and cut new teeth. Nadiri showed maternal progress, such as giving the baby fresh leaf sprigs to chew on. Keepers and curators were cautiously optimistic that mother and baby would eventually bond. Yola’s birth carries on her grandfather, Congo’s, valuable genetic heritage. He was born in the wild and is a “founder” animal for the Gorilla Species Survival Plan population which aims to sustain this species in zoos for the next 100 years. Yola means “firefly” in Hausa, a name gorilla keepers selected from a public naming contest to highlight the baby’s role in keeping the flame of her lineage alive.

Photo by Jeremy Dwyer-Lindgren, WPZ.

“You made history for Wildlife, Washington!”

Thank you for helping to stop wildlife poachers in their tracks. Thousands of zoo members, donors, volunteers, and staff helped Washington voters fight the global extinction economy, deciding that wildlife need their ivory, skins, and bones more than humans need exotic trinkets, furniture and meats. In November, Initiative 1401 passed with 70 percent of the vote, ushering in a state law that strengthens penalties and bans commerce of products made from 10 of the most trafficked endangered species. WPZ’s advocacy and outreach role was significant in the coalition’s success, which involved the Humane Society of the United States, Seattle Aquarium, Point Defiance Zoo & Aquarium, the Sierra Club, WildAid, Paul Allen, Wildlife Conservation Society and the 96 Elephants campaign.

Tech Innovation for Northwest Conservation

WPZ’s Living Northwest program, Microsoft Research, and Idaho Fish and Game have taken non-invasive wildlife conservation research to new heights. Researchers teamed up and designed a tech device to facilitate monitoring North Cascades’ species of concern in winter’s harsh conditions, when trekking in is too dangerous. Some 70 programmable, long-lasting (six to nine months) scent dispensers were deployed and paired with nearby camera traps. As the scents “lure” wild animals into view, the cameras record their range use and activity. High school Science, Technology, Engineering and Math students replicated the clever devices, while WPZ grizzly bear Keema (pictured above) “bear proof” tested the protective casings. Thanks to supporters and funding from the Paul G. Allen Family Foundation, the devices will potentially revolutionize winter data collection and help better protect elusive wolverines, lynx, fishers and martens.

Photo by Jeremy Dwyer-Lindgren, WPZ.

“WPZ has proven a valuable partner and creative innovator in Northwest conservation, and its passionate audience of wildlife advocates has helped us mobilize Washingtonians to strengthen protections for some of the world’s most iconic and endangered species.”

Kathleen Gebbink, PhD, Senior Project Developer – Wildlife, Vulcan Inc.
A HIGHLY ANTICIPATED OPENING: BANYAN WILDS
Your gateway to tiger conservation

Banyan Wilds, our most ambitious new exhibit in 20 years, opened in May, a grand welcome of tigers back to the zoo. Three Malayan male tigers became precious wildlife ambassadors sharing the story of their species’ tenuous existence in Peninsular Malaysia, and of the people working tirelessly on the frontlines to protect their forest habitats and stop poachers in their tracks. The new wildlife journey shows us how, together, we can end the extinction economy that is causing these iconic felines to vanish.

Designated for caring. In the heart of the zoo, the last “old” exhibit to undergo major renovation transformed from 1950’s concrete into a lush, modern-day, naturalistic wonder. From jostle trees, hot rocks, and rockscapes tailored for animal enjoyment and health, to innovative viewing angles, and the excellent care they receive, closer than ever before – every feature of the 2-acre exhibit is designed to elicit empathy for tigers and sloth bears and for the many other species (including people!) who share their forests. The Field House, oil palm plantation, and bamboo forest remind us that wildlife and humans co-exist, and depend upon, some of the same landscapes. We are reminded how truly linked we are to their world, and that species and habitat protection will pay dividends to us all for decades to come.

Designated for saving. Fewer than 350 Malayan tigers remain in the wild, but we are helping to bring them back from the brink. That’s the promise of our 10-year, $1+ million WPZ & Panthera Malayan Tiger Conservation Project. In 2015, the project’s third year, we nearly doubled the core tiger research area and secured new tiger breeding hotspots to protect with expanded “camera trapping.” With enhanced surveillance training and more monthly joint patrols by project staff and government personnel, deterrence is working: for the first time in two years, no tiger snares or poachers were observed in the core area. Community and religious leaders are proactively encouraging fellow citizens to join the fight to save the Malayan tiger as a national and world treasure.

Designated for impact. Every visit to Banyan Wilds helps to save the critically endangered tiger! Last year, you and more than 1.33 million zoo visitors learned this compelling story, inspired by up-close experiences with tiger brothers Liem, Eko and Olan, their devoted keepers, and new interpretive and education features. Of guests surveyed in exit interviews, 92 percent said they visited primarily to experience the new exhibit! Many reported feeling changed by the experience, inspired to take action for tigers such as by voting for the citizen-led I-1411 wildlife protection initiative, donating funds or joining our Tiger Team.

Gifts from more than 1,250 individuals, families, foundations, and corporations made this exhibit possible! THANKYOU!

SHOWING YOUR STRIPES
Your enthusiasm for the Banyan Wilds opening created tiger buzz all summer long around Puget Sound. In April, we launched “Show Your Stripes” at the Space Needle, a campaign to raise awareness of the big cat’s plight. Activities included Tigers on Tour – 10 statues designed by local artists and unveiled at popular establishments and community institutions. Several tiger statues sold for a whopping $20,000 at the 39th Annual Jungle Party auction, where Seattle’s wildest fundraiser brought in over $2 million – a record! Rocking these community engagement efforts off the charts was devoted board member Patti Savoy and her high-impact friends, who as co-leaders rounded up new audiences and terrific pre-auction contributions for the zoo’s mission. Thank you!

A PARTNERSHIP WORTH ROARING ABOUT
Two bedrock community institutions, Seattle Public Library and Woodland Park Zoo, teamed up this summer to keep kids wild about science, reading, and, of course, tigers. Wild Science! Summer of Learning, a series of programs, experiments, activity booklets and book giveaways, online games, and mobile pop-up libraries combined the best of zoo and library content for learning about the environment and Science, Technology, Engineering and Math. The zoo’s Little Critters, Raptors and Wild City programs traveled to 13 library locations while a three-day celebration in September invited library patrons from underserved neighborhoods to the zoo with free bus transportation. The Wild Science! collaboration engaged 6,000 children and adults and helped the library increase the overall reach of its summer programming by 15 percent over the year before, demonstrating the power of partnerships.

What WPZ is doing for our wildlife and our world astounds me. It inspires the generosity and caring of our entire community to bring a compelling tiger conservation story to life. Because a world without tigers is unimaginable.”

Patti Savoy, WPZ Board member and Jungle Party 2015 Co-chair

“What a pleasure to collaborate with WPZ on our Summer of Learning celebration Wild Science! The zoo helped the library engage new audiences while bringing a wonderful nature-based element to our offerings. This was truly a win-win for the kids and families we serve.”

Marcellus Turner, City Librarian, Seattle Public Library

**NEW ALLIANCE HELPS SAVE ELEPHANTS**

When humans and elephants are in conflict over space to live, elephants lose. And because the health of the world’s forests is connected to healthy elephant populations, many other species lose, too, including humans. Woodland Park Zoo is working to change that! With Oregon Zoo, Houston Zoo and the wildlife organization Hutan, we developed the Borneo Elephant Zoo Alliance to protect the endangered Borneo pygmy elephant on the Malaysian island. Sharing our resources and expertise with range country experts will lead to long-lasting conservation solutions that balance the needs of local ecosystems and cultures. Central to the Alliance’s strategy is research-based land-use planning, enabling local communities to protect migration byways for elephant families while also meeting local livelihood needs. Although we made the difficult but necessary decision to close WPZ’s elephant program after 90+ years, our commitment to a world in which elephants thrive remains unchanged.

Launched by the teens of WPZ’s ZooCorps, in partnership with Pacific Science Center’s Discovery Corps and Seattle Aquarium’s Youth Ocean Advocates, the new Seattle Youth Climate Action Network took on a Summer Transportation Challenge, researching and testing alternative transportation to reduce local carbon emissions. They used King County Metro Transit’s RideshareOnline.com, and trained in behavior change strategies with WPZ audience research staff. In the fall, WPZ hosted Seattle Youth CAN’s first “Summit,” where 150 teens and community participants shared solutions with leading scientists and professionals from University of Washington, NOAA, King County Department of Natural Resources and Planning, King County Metro, the Alliance for Jobs and Clean Energy, and Seattle City Light. Establishing this teen-led climate movement is made possible by support from Innovative Solutions Grants+ and The Ocean Project.

**HELPING PEOPLE HELP WILDLIFE**

You applauded when the Tree Kangaroo Conservation Program succeeded, in 2009, in helping local landowners in Papua New Guinea establish their first nationally protected Conservation Area. Recently, the Equator-Prize winning TKCP team attracted major investments from the World Bank’s Global Environment Facility and the Rainforest Trust, for work that ultimately will double the Conservation Area to 391,000 acres over the next five years. In 2015, these prestigious funders granted $2.6 million and $250,000, respectively, to help 50 villages strengthen local conservation efforts, expand sustainable livelihoods commerce, and bring more clan-owned forest landscape under protection and local management. The work is in collaboration with the United Nations Development Program, the PNG government and Tenkile Conservation Alliance.

**LOVE FOR YOUR ZOO**

Your support helped us welcome a record-breaking 1.33 million guests — a new attendance record. What’s more, 96 percent of guests surveyed said “my visit met or exceeded my expectations,” and 93 percent said “my visit was worth the time and money.” Because of you, and 93 percent said “my visit was worth the time and money.” Because of you, what’s more, 96 percent of guests surveyed said “my visit met or exceeded my expectations,” and 93 percent said “my visit was worth the time and money.” Because of you, your support from Innovative Solutions Grants+ led climate movement is made possible by Seattle City Light. Establishing this teen-led climate movement is made possible by support from Innovative Solutions Grants+ and The Ocean Project.

**A PASSION FOR CONSERVATION**

We “roar” our collective gratitude to Deborah Jensen who combined science, conservation and organizational savvy to make the zoo a place where people can create a sustainable future for wildlife. Leading the zoo through a dynamic period, she oversaw many milestones, including:

- Transitioning from city to nonprofit management
- Opening award-winning features, such as Jaguar Cove and the Humboldt penguin exhibit, and installation of the Historic Carousel and bold new vision for Banyan Wilds
- Fostering new partnerships to strengthen species-specific animal care, protection of wildlife and habitats, and engaging science-learning experiences
- Emerging financially healthy after the global recession, with zoo attendance, membership, and earned and philanthropic revenues at all-time highs
- Concluding the More Wonder More Wild Campaign, $3.5 million ahead of its $80 million goal, and growing the zoo’s endowment to $1.5 million

**THANK YOU, DEBORAH!**
SUSTAINING THE FAMILY TREE

ZOO ANIMALS MAKE THE WORLD A BETTER PLACE FOR ALL SPECIES

Matchmaking in zoos

Zoo-based conservation breeding is an essential aspect of our work with other accredited zoos. Across North America, WPZ participates in 95 Species Survival Plans (SSPs) led by expert keepers and curators who collaborate to determine scientifically which animals are ideal for pairing, breeding and rearing. These efforts keep zoo animal populations healthy and provide opportunities for the public to see the wonderful variety of species that are currently threatened and endangered. Many of our field conservation efforts are linked directly to the communities protect wildlife habitats, breeding and feeding grounds, and migration routes for the species ambassadors you see in our award-winning naturalistic exhibits, where you connect directly and up close with the wonder of animals that you are helping us to save in the wild.

Supporting species survival in the wild

As the global human population surpasses the 7 billion mark, and with our impact on a finite planet increasing exponentially, an unprecedented number of non-human species have faced precipitous declines. WPZ collaborates with scientists, conservationists and policy makers in the Northwest and around the world to help change this trend. A key role we play in wildlife survival is leading and supporting more than 35 innovative, in-country efforts dedicated to help local communities protect wildlife habitats, breeding and feeding grounds, and migration routes for threatened and endangered species. Many of our field conservation efforts are linked directly to the species ambassadors you see in our award-winning naturalistic exhibits, where you connect directly and up close with the wonder of animals that you are helping us to save in the wild.

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?

2015 Animals on the Move

Nothing is cuter than a baby animal, as these photos can attest. But zoos like ours have much more than cuteness in mind. So do you, of course! Each year, you help us welcome animals from, or bid them farewell to, other accredited zoos for breeding or joining another zoo family. In so doing, you also sustain the genetic health and diversity of future zoo animal populations. In many cases, you are also increasing our ability to reintroduce healthy animals to strengthen endangered or threatened wild populations, effectively bringing them back from the brink of extinction.

For more than a century, AZA zoos have been helping to save endangered species through breeding and reintroduction programs, and conserving habitats in the wild. The California condor, Arabian oryx, American bison, and Virgin Islands boa are among 25 species that would be extinct today were it not for collaborative zoo breeding programs.

It’s a big job that we must continue. Scientists estimate that wild species are vanishing at a rate that is 1,000-10,000 times higher than before human history.

Red Panda (Aza) Only 10,000 left in wild

In January, male Yuliks, from Red River Zoo, North Dakota, was introduced as a mate for our female Stella. No babies just yet, but the two show signs of interest and compatibility!

Asian Elephant (Aza) Only 35,000 left in wild

WPZ’s last two Asian elephants, Bamboo and Chai, moved to Oklahoma City Zoo and successfully integrated into a larger, multigenerational family. Bamboo is thriving with the new herd. Sadly, Chai died unexpectedly in 2016.

Western Lowland Gorilla (Africa) 80% population decline since /990

The November birth of Yola, a fourth generation at WPZ, marked a significant addition to her lineage.

Humboldt Penguin (Americo) Only 12,000 left in wild

In July, the milestone 50th chick hatched since the colony’s first breeding season in 2010. WPZ has one of the most successful Humboldt penguin breeding programs in North America; 21 birds have joined colonies at other zoos.

Rothschild’s Giraffe (African) Only /530 left in wild

Lovely “grumpy-faced” Misawa earned global media attention and visitor adoration. In October, he moved to Gladys Porter Zoo, Texas, to mate and start his own family!

Jaguar (Americo) Only 1,000 left in wild

In September, Kwan born the two healthy cubs at Zoo de Granby, Quebec. He was a jaguar triplet born at WPZ in 2013, the first jaguar birth here in nearly 20 years.

Oregon Spotted Frog (Oregon, Washington, British Columbia)

Last from 90% of former range

WPZ reared and, in October, released 750 frogs into a protected wild site. Since 2007, collaborating NW zoos and agencies released 7,000 frogs (4,200 from WPZ alone). Ultimately reaching a 90% survival rate of reared frogs helped achieve federal listing as threatened.

Ozark Hog (Americo) Only 10,000 left in wild

In July, WPZ received a foster egg from the International Crane Foundation. Our adult crane pair had not produced viable offspring together but bonded with and raised the foster chick with ease. The chick is doing well and headed to Oklahoma City Zoo.

For more than a century, AZA zoos have been helping to save endangered species through breeding and reintroduction programs, and conserving habitats in the wild. The California condor, Arabian oryx, American bison, and Virgin Islands boa are among 25 species that would be extinct today were it not for collaborative zoo breeding programs.

It’s a big job that we must continue. Scientists estimate that wild species are vanishing at a rate that is 1,000-10,000 times higher than before human history.

“For more than a century, AZA zoos have been helping to save endangered species through Species Survival Plan breeding, reintroduction efforts, and conserving habitats in the wild.”

Association of Zoos & Aquariums, Saving Animals From Extinction program

Woodland Park Zoo
CREATING VALUE FOR YOU
FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

As good stewards of the public trust, WPZ’s foremost financial goal is managing your generous investments wisely and sustainably. That’s because you fuel our mission to inspire millions of people to learn, care and act on behalf of wildlife while also ensuring our long-term ability to revitalize and renew our beautiful park’s 92-acre infrastructure for generations to come.

In 2015, thanks to your strong support and the dedication of our board, staff and volunteers, WPZ was able to weather important challenges successfully. These included changes in top leadership and a record number of hot summer and rainy winter days; the latter constrained attendance and, thus, earned income. However, good budget discipline and a temporary hiring freeze helped to offset potential losses stemming from the adverse weather, resulting in only a slight net loss for operations. On the capital side, we spent $2.3 million of previously raised private donations to complete the new Banyan Wilds exhibit, resulting in a decrease in net assets for the year as we used up amounts carried forward from prior years.

We concluded 2015 maintaining overall financial stability and good revenue diversification, and put additional measures in place for even stronger performance in 2016.

**CONSOLIDATED REVENUES**
$35,357,000

**CONSOLIDATED EXPENSES**
$37,808,000

**Public Support**
$11,768,000 (33%)

**Donations and Grants**
$4,830,000 (14%)

**Endowment**
Investment Losses
$(233,000) (<1%)

**Membership**
$1,434,000 (10%)

**Visitor Revenues**
$15,559,000 (44%)

**Education and Conservation**
$4,544,000 (12%)

**Marketing and Public Relations**
$3,725,000 (10%)

**Animal Care**
$8,550,000 (23%)

**Horticulture, Maintenance, Exhibits and Facilities**
$8,809,000 (23%)

**Administration and Development**
$5,977,000 (16%)

**Guest Services, Enterprise and Membership**
$3,904,000 (10%)

**Capital Projects/New Exhibitry**
$2,299,000 (6%)

**SUSTAINABLE. RESPONSIBLE. IMPACT.**

To put more money where our mission is, in 2015 the WPZ Board approved a new investment policy for the zoo’s endowment that considers environmental, social and corporate governance (ESG) criteria to generate long-term competitive financial returns and positive societal impact. Over the next five years, half of the endowment will transition to investment vehicles that effectively screen for this methodology, which has been shown to perform at least as well as traditionally diversified funds. For years, WPZ has offered a socially responsible option for employees’ 403b investments and this added focus on ESG criteria complements our campus-wide sustainability goals.

“With a more climate-conscious investment approach, WPZ members and donors can know that their support will make an even greater difference in the health of our planet’s animals and people.”

Cammi Libby, chair of the WPZ Finance Committee and CFO, Legacy Companies

**THIS YEAR...**

★ 65,000 students, teachers, and chaperones participated in zoo-based programs or self-guided visits, 35% from underserved schools receiving free zoo entry and bus transportation, with support from King County parks levy.

★ 54,000 visitors enjoyed the zoo’s natural wonders on us thanks to our Community Access Program.

★ 1,000+ zoo and community group volunteers contributed 84,000 hours, a value of nearly $2 million.

★ 2,180,000 acres of living landscapes and endangered species are being protected by our Partners for Wildlife.

★ 1,330,000 guests visited the zoo. Highest attendance yet!

“Banyan Wilds completed with restricted donor funds raised in prior years.”

Dennis Dow, WPZ
2015 PHILANTHROPIC SUPPORT

THANK YOU FOR BEING ON OUR TEAM

We’re grateful for the generous contributions in 2015 from individuals, families, foundations, corporations and public institutions. Strong public and private support makes it possible for this vibrant, forward-looking zoo to thrive. Your support creates more wonder for our community and more wild for our world!

WILD AT HEART

We salute and thank all those whose generous annual contributions allow us to achieve our day-to-day mission of helping to save wildlife and inspire people to live, learn and act.

ZOOKEEPERS SOCIETY $1,900+
Rick and Nancy Alvar ALCU Members of the City of Seattle, Microsoft Corporation Estate of Helen and Alan Mull The Nysether Family Foundation Snoqualmie Tribe WOOGNDOOOO Anonymous (2)

JAGUAR JAMBOREE $20,000+

GRIZZLY GROUP $16,000+

DENALI CLUB $15,000+
Tom Alberg and Judi Beals Anna’s Fan Apex Foundation Association of Zoos & Aquaculture Paul Banks and Barney Corey Gembris Murray Banks and Ryan Brons The Bellevue Collection Yen Berner and Beth McGowen and Brian Moore Bahiyyah Dows and Kathy Brown David Brodky and Jillian Firmanovich Lon Egger and Sarah Egan Sonya and Tom Campbell Chisholm Banks Cay Pcc, Inc.

GIVING ANIMALS A FAMILY AFFAIR

The zoo’s Family Stewardship Program helps families share important values across generations. Families receive fun tools to help young children experience building strong communities through personal actions and philanthropy at any level. Tools include our Save, Share and Spend banks, Children’s Values Cards, Young Philanthropist Recognition Certificates, multi-generational Family Stewardship Tours and pre-cut Tiger Banks. To learn more, contact Anne Knapp at 206.548.2443 or anne.knapp@zoo.org.

THANK YOU FOR BEING ON OUR TEAM

We’re grateful for the generous contributions in 2015 from individuals, families, foundations, corporations and public institutions. Strong public and private support makes it possible for this vibrant, forward-looking zoo to thrive. Your support creates more wonder for our community and more wild for our world!

WILD AT HEART

We salute and thank all those whose generous annual contributions allow us to achieve our day-to-day mission of helping to save wildlife and inspire people to live, learn and act.
Patti Savoy’s passion and vision for WPZ as a conservation platform to save tigers is contagious. A true believer in the power of women, she mobilized us to help the zoo think bigger and better, and to engage people far and wide for the Northwest’s wildest summer event, Jungly Party. It had a louder roar than ever before, raising $2 million for the zoo’s mission — a record.
By removing the barriers to access for quality child growth and development, WPZ’s Family Nature Club, led by Executive Director Sara Raab McInerny, caters to families throughout life. As a parent of young children, I know how important it is to expose kids to animals and nature. That first zoo visit really moved me to care about saving critically endangered species like the warty pig. With WPZ, we found out that warty pigs were tugged at our hearts. Inspired to take action to help! With “Save the Warty Pigs” signs and t-shirts, WPZ encouraged us to take action to help! With “Save the Warty Pigs” signs and t-shirts, WPZ encouraged us to donate instead of giving me bottled water to runners in our event. With WPZ, we learned that rare species like the warty pig need our help.

When my friend Ty and I visited WPZ last year, the warty pigs really tugged at our hearts. Inspired to take action to help! With “Save the Warty Pigs” signs and t-shirts, WPZ encouraged us to donate instead of giving me bottled water to runners in our event. With WPZ, we learned that rare species like the warty pig need our help.

Sara Raab McInerny, Executive Director, Norman Raab Foundation
Thank you for building a generous legacy! The vision and lifetime contributions of members of our ZooKeepers Society sustain our zoo’s world-class programs and its leadership in education and conservation – today, tomorrow, and well into the future.

**$10,000,000+**
- People of the City of Seattle
- People of King County
- Anonymous (1)

**$5,000,000+**
- The Boeing Company Conservation International
- Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
- Microsoft Corporation

**$1,000,000+**
- Estate of Mike Alvise
- Linda and Tom Allen Family
- The Paul G. Allen Family
- Linda and Tom Allen Family
- Estate of Millie Albee
- Microsoft Corporation
- Conservation International
- People of King County
- Society sustain our zoo’s world-class programs and its leadership in conservation and education – today, tomorrow, and well into the future.

**$500,000+**
- Alaska Airlines
- Kyoto Foundation
- Seattle Rotary Foundation
- U.S. BANK
- Maggie 'Dag' and Kirk Walker
- Columbia Distributing
- Columbia Zoo and Aquarium
- Sam and Erin Eldridge

**$100,000+**
- Adventures of Riley (TM)
- Alaska Distribution
- Chad and Elle Alvord
- Nancy and River Alvord
- ARAPARK Corporation
- Stuart and Susan Ashman
- Atamia Corporation
- AHP
- Ali and San Barer
- Barret Drugs
- Dan and Jill Becker
- Ben Bridge Jeweler
- The Bears Family
- B. William and Hilda H. Bentbaum Endowment Fund
- BNY Mellon Wealth Management
- Estate of Karyn A. Bomer Pope
- Bob and Bobbi Bridge
- T. Bradford and Lesley Cardwell
- Lime and Mark Captop
- Carter Motors Inc
- Chevron Corporation
- Ruth E. Collins
- Columbia Distributing
- Columbia Zoo and Aquarium
- Sam and Erin Eldridge

**$40,000+**
- Alaska Airlines
- Kyoto Foundation
- Seattle Rotary Foundation
- U.S. BANK
- Maggie 'Dag' and Kirk Walker
- Columbia Distributing
- Columbia Zoo and Aquarium
- Sam and Erin Eldridge

**$20,000+**
- Alaska Airlines
- Kyoto Foundation
- Seattle Rotary Foundation
- U.S. BANK
- Maggie 'Dag' and Kirk Walker
- Columbia Distributing
- Columbia Zoo and Aquarium
- Sam and Erin Eldridge

**$10,000+**
- Alaska Airlines
- Kyoto Foundation
- Seattle Rotary Foundation
- U.S. BANK
- Maggie 'Dag' and Kirk Walker
- Columbia Distributing
- Columbia Zoo and Aquarium
- Sam and Erin Eldridge

**$5,000+**
- Alaska Airlines
- Kyoto Foundation
- Seattle Rotary Foundation
- U.S. BANK
- Maggie 'Dag' and Kirk Walker
- Columbia Distributing
- Columbia Zoo and Aquarium
- Sam and Erin Eldridge

**$2,500+**
- Alaska Airlines
- Kyoto Foundation
- Seattle Rotary Foundation
- U.S. BANK
- Maggie 'Dag' and Kirk Walker
- Columbia Distributing
- Columbia Zoo and Aquarium
- Sam and Erin Eldridge

**$1,000+**
- Alaska Airlines
- Kyoto Foundation
- Seattle Rotary Foundation
- U.S. BANK
- Maggie 'Dag' and Kirk Walker
- Columbia Distributing
- Columbia Zoo and Aquarium
- Sam and Erin Eldridge

**$500+**
- Alaska Airlines
- Kyoto Foundation
- Seattle Rotary Foundation
- U.S. BANK
- Maggie 'Dag' and Kirk Walker
- Columbia Distributing
- Columbia Zoo and Aquarium
- Sam and Erin Eldridge

Thank you for supporting the important, global work that’s why I love coming to the zoo as much as any 10 year old. It’s a fun family day that also connects, me personally to the important, global work of saving endangered wildlife.”

Patty Edwards, Woodland Park Zoo supporter and lover of all cats.
LIONHEARTS SOCIETY

Thank you for YOUR continued support! These generous donors have recognized the zoo in their estate plans, ensuring that our mission continues to have a positive impact well into the future.

Ms. Anna L. (Brill) Adams
Steve Awad
Michael Bauer
Donna Benany
Linda and George* Berkman
Dimotrice Belsito
Florence Bisas
Mary Blitzer
Barbara L. Borys*
Cathy Brown
Vai and Lucile Cederquist
Mylo* and Marion Chariton
Kathie Clappison and Tom McManus
John and Patricia Cleary
Dr. Natalie C. Coleman
Michael and Charlotte Connwell
Carol Crawford
Michael and Gale Davis
Maria and Terrell Deece
Peter N. Dorsette
Barry and Sandy Douglass
Janet and Joel Dugan
Patty Edwards
Carolyn Eiler
Jeannes and Jack Fairbanks
Jean Fagny
Christina Federich
Alison Fisher
Ray Goforth Jr.
Herbert Goldmen and Erika Herbstick
Ronald and Cathy Grant
Elizabeth and Kern Gray
Juliana and Eric Griffin
Keith and Anny Gunnar
Madeleine Roberts Haggen
Rodney, Deborah and Roman Hagge
Cathy Hamilton
Maurice and John Harley
Crystal Hayes
Jan Hendrickson
Charles and Ellen Holbrook
J. Marilyn Horstid
William Holz
Marion W. Hoyrup
Gretchen Howard and Jerry Williams
Cyntina A. Howard
Roberts and Luca Hull
Kathleen Imolen
Arda and Jerry Johnson
Thomas Jordan and Kelly Jordan
Linda J. Kasson
Eliter King
Mr. and Mrs. Kurt Kleemann
Larry Knudsen
Douglas Koss
Gary Kotts
Jan and Jean Kiss
Francois Koppel
Mary and Tim Lawrence
Patty and Jonathan Lazare
Kathy and Carl Lawren
Bill Lewis
Melinda Mickey-O’Brien and Tim O’Brien
Juliean Linhardt
Bettie and Linda Marshall
The Jim and Cindy Maxwell Family
Dennis McGee
James and Janis McGrow
Richard and Juliane McClain
Michael McNamara
Michael H. and Marilyn McQuaid
Ingrid and Scott Mueller
Rose Macon
Lynn G. Mayer
David and Dorene Miller
Helen Muhl*
Trent and Eric Muller
Margaret Nason
Ken and Vida Neiman
Larry and Rhonda Nielsen
Sandra and Phil Nideckman
Judy Nynon-Schaaf
Robert* and Lynn Ormsby
John F. and Betty A. Parks
Sam and Susan Patton
Marla Hamilton Peake
Nancy and Mark Pekelgro
Carol Pessell
Linda Quirk
Cameron and Tor Ragen
Ted and Barbara Richmann
Barbara Sanford
Patti Sabay
Anne and John Seasing
Mary Sexton
Georges and Darly Sepak
Kenneth Scheck
Marlan C. Spaff
Dwayne Spradling
Kennon Spencer
Rex Spencer
Jordan Stewart
Laurence Stewart
Rosanne Stakke
Christine Sydneysmith
R. Jeff Thompson
Beryl A. Thompson
Myrna and Don Torrie
Dennis Towne
Mary Ann and Steven Ursachter
Sherrin Ann Uswitk Vaughn
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Vogt
Jill and Scott Walker
Mike Walker and Kate Krasheft
Julie Webber
Elaine and Doug Westfield
Victoria L. Wolfman
Alay Ray Wensel
Marge Westerheid and Len Benson
Corilyn W. Whitney
Norna Wignoff
Anonymous (2)

Dedicated

CORNPTORS SPONSORS

The Adventure Hub & Winery
Alaska Airlines
Allied Integrated Marketing
BECU
The Boxing Company
BridgeGlen
Brown Bear Car Wash
Camar Safari
Chevron Corporation
Cirque du Soleil Katsus
Oil Bar & Company
Columbus Bank
Columbus Distributing
Costco Wholesale

Dangold
Delitios
Delsa Dental of Washington
FORPA Construction
Fred Meyer
GoGo Music
Goodness Knows
Graham Baba Architects
HomeStreet Bank
In Concert with Good
Iron Spring Tractor
Jones Lang LaFollette, Inc.
Kibble & Prentice Inc.
KIND Snacks

KaffaZa Gourmet Popcorn
Lane Powell PC
Lease Croftner Lewis
LHN Architects
Methow, Inc.
Mass Adams LLP
NBBJ
Northern Trust
PCC Natural Markets
PCL Construction
Pepe Beverages Company
QFC
Raymond James Wealth Management Solutions

Regency BlueShield
Schulhan
Smith Brothers Farms
Sound Community Bank
Sound Credit Union
Springleaf Trampoline USA
Starbucks Coffee Company
Staybridge Suites Fremont
Studio HarrisonRoberts
Team Watkins Advertising & PR
Umpqua Oatmeal
Union Bank
U.S. BANK

GIFTS IN HONOR OF

Stacy Ainsworth
Debby Armstrong
Elizabeth Ballec
Ellis Bashoff
Bruce Bakhtine
Natalie Baramoed
Kris Branch
Blair Brooks and Nancy Phelps
Nancy and Brian Buxey
Pat Butler
Lorna Chin
Nathan Christopher
Eleanor Cleary (3)
Reuben Clements
Dr. Donn Cullum
Sue Connell
Dawn and Jaya

Sue Duren
Paul and Evelyn Farmer
Brook Ferguson
Riley Harraps
Pete Hayes
Pandora House
Jason Hammer
Hyatt Family of Sammamish
Gay Jensen
Molly Kempers
Anne Knopp (5)
Nicole Knowles
Trisha and Dale Lar
Rhonda Langham
Janice Langley
Jeff Leppin (2)
Cammi Libby

Dr. Mary and Rob Lobdell
Stacy Lili
Lorald Lopez
Jessica Maxwell
Christine McKeating
Evan McMurray
Mark McSherry
Lyn Miller
Nadra
Eric Nortberg
Elke Offspiegel
Nancy and Mark Pelligrino
Phoebe Nathan and Gay Jensen
Liam and Caden Pong (3)
June, Helen and Laura Pratt
Rakshaung
Noah and Jonah Rose

GIFTS IN MEMORY OF

Barry Joseph Biscoer
Bill Bailey
Julie Buckingham (15)
Andrae Barborino (2)
Omilo Foulke
Heidi Finneberg
Marian Hennett Goddard (3)
Gina Nitta
Mergery Ellis Putnam Harper
Haati Henderson

Christina Czesk Hurst (2)
Joan Honneman
Pat Hu
Andy Holklander
Sopha Flynn Kavanagh
Pa de Chas Kero
Juli Wangrick
Chris Leppin
My mother
Robert Ormsby

Tom Porro
Steve Prichal
Alex Price
Michael Rother
Linda Roberts
Jupiter Rico
Doug Shafer
Denes Smithe
Stewart Stern (4)
Glenn Swan (2)

Lee Tanger
Ruby Taylor
Richard Braddock Tripp
Mary VonPeter
Frascooz Varese
Cristy Whitney (2)
Beverly Wilks (2)

ESTATE GIFTS

Mikaela Charitable Remender Untrout
Estates of Helen and Allen Mall
Estates of Dorilece H. Ryan

2015 Community Impact Report
THANK YOU FOR A WONDERFUL YEAR!